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On today's podcast episode, we discuss why supercharged online sports gambling is now

everywhere, what the ecosystem looks like, and some hard truths about gambling addiction.

"In Other News," we talk about the latest on writers' and actors' strike negotiations and how it

is influencing advertising decisions and studio revenues. Tune in to the discussion with our

analyst Paul Verna.

Subscribe to the “Behind the Numbers” podcast on Apple Podcasts, Spotify, Pandora,

Stitcher, Podbean or wherever you listen to podcasts. Follow us on Instagram

https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/behind-the-numbers-emarketer-podcast/id1113097936
https://open.spotify.com/show/7C9j1qi6NI4Uct9gWfFdxk
https://www.pandora.com/podcast/behind-the-numbers-emarketer-podcast/PC:21669?part=PC:21669&corr=podcast_organic_external_site&TID=Brand:POC:PC21669:podcast_organic_external_site
https://www.stitcher.com/podcast/emarketer-behind-the-numbers/behind-the-numbers
https://www.instagram.com/behindthenumbers_podcast/
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Episode Transcript:

Marcus Johnson (00:00):

This episode is made possible by Awin. Unlock unlimited marketing opportunities that reach

consumers everywhere using Awin's a�liate partnerships platform. Choose which partners

https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/RxtWIRHeJvO6f-XPBB9-RY1YAXv6UpOKi3zt_vkG5cab-MJuXC2bg6hweqoktlsxaCL1pFGWdDoj-bImC83SOeEpl50?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=0.57
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best match your marketing objectives, control your costs by defining how you pay, and

customize your a�liate marketing program using Awin's tech to mirror your unique goals,

whatever they may be. Visit awin.com/emarketer to learn more and get started today.

Paul Verna (00:28):

They have gone on this splurge of trying to outdo each other by o�ering promotions and

marketing to people and just trying to build up their user bases. So yeah, I think profitability is

definitely going to be the next area of focus.

Marcus Johnson (00:49):

Hey gang, it's Monday, September 18th. Paul and listeners, welcome to the Behind the

Numbers Daily: an eMarketer Podcast, made possible by Awin. I'm Marcus and I'm joined by

our principal analyst who heads up our digital advertising and media practice based just

above New York City, it's Paul Verna.

Paul Verna (01:05):

Great to be here as always.

Marcus Johnson (01:06):

Hey fella. Today's fact provided by one of my best mates, so shout out to Beth. She was

listening to a podcast, I believe it was Today Explained, which is one of Vox's podcasts, and

she was noting that private jets, something Paul will be familiar with-

Paul Verna (01:25):

Absolutely.

Marcus Johnson (01:25):

... Private jets account for 16% of US flights, 16% of US flights, but pay only 2% of the taxes

according to the Institute for Policy Studies and Patriotic Millionaires. So for context, Farhad

Manjoo of New York Times writes that per the analysis, "The median net worth of a private jet

owner is nearly $200 million. In other words, some of the richest people in the world are

e�ectively being subsidized by Plebs like you and me flying Coach."

Paul Verna (02:04):

https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/AElzCl_7lcDPvj8x3b53OI8NsWb4zX0Ej1J_sI5OmbVqHfaRQHc_7QgUc4iHjDfJ0_qaF0V0O8tUuliuegyGIhSvHuQ?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=28.92
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That's us. And by the way, when you introduced me, you said I live just above the city. I just

want our listeners to understand that that doesn't mean I'm hovering over the city in my

private jet. It just means I live just north of New York City. But I will have my butler just fine

tune my private jet for a flight later today. I'm just going out to dinner downtown, but I figure

you have the vehicle, you might as well use it.

Marcus Johnson (02:28):

You're the worst. Anyway, today's real topic, how sports betting in America came out of

nowhere. In today's episode, first in the lead, we'll cover the world of sports betting. Then for

"In Other News," we'll check in on the impacts the writers and actor strike is having on the TV

and video worlds. We start, of course, with the lead. Paul, we're talking about sports betting.

The NFL's opening weekend just kicked o� the biggest sports betting season ever writes

Dylan Scott of Vox in just a brilliant piece, Paul, in my opinion, titled How America Became a

Nation of Gamblers. According to the School of Public Health and Health Sciences at the

University of Massachusetts Amherst, over 70% of US residents participated in some kind of

gambling. Over 70%. Whether the lottery or a ra�le or blackjack or a sports wager within the

past year, so back in 2022. A survey by the American Gaming Association showed that 34%

of adult Americans had visited casinos in 2022 making for a noticeable increase of 6% versus

the previous year. But Paul, how many folks are betting online? Our forecasting team

estimates that nearly 30 million Americans, three zero million Americans do so. In 2019, it was

just 10 million. So from 10 million, Paul, online sports betters in America to 30 million today.

What supercharged this online sports gambling space?

Paul Verna (04:00):

Well, first let's just be clear that these are sports betters. So the number of total gamblers is

almost certainly higher. But what supercharged it was a decision by the Supreme Court in May

2018 to repeal the PASPA, which is the Professional Amateur Sports Protection Act, which

had been signed into law in 1992, which basically outlawed sports gambling. So what that

decision did in 2018 is it allowed states to make their own decisions about whether to allow

sports gambling, and many of them have done exactly that. It hasn't always been smooth

sailing, and some have allowed some forms of gambling and not others. But the dominoes are

falling and more and more states are coming online with sports betting and that's what's

fueling certainly the growth in the number of people engaging in this activity, and of course,

the money that goes with it.

https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/EUAJ3d7H5rs-Gzw9aLYnDrMpEWq2jyTO5UE-ERAC_f09doTRQae2Tl1nB29pRyuP0fW1-p-1sA2e0BaNPNiGQICj-k4?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=148.68
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/1mdPP62f8bQSAeBdYQMJWi6A9LC3fmDhSOayfCQyC-dLvNYrla41OIgF8QRByZVL5Y6rKyj52dbHkZvvEEdgZKcckAM?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=240.18
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Marcus Johnson (04:58):

Yeah, that's definitely been a booster as of late because if you look at the short history of it,

Mr. Scott's Vox article noticing that a few decades ago, all this gambling would've been

unthinkable. The first state to establish a lottery was New Hampshire in 1964. And until the

1980s, there were really only two places in the country where you could walk into a physical

legal casino and place bets, Nevada, Vegas and Atlantic City, New Jersey. And so the Supreme

Court ruling in 2018 really gave it a boost. But Paul, it's been a perfect cocktail of events. This

one was a huge unlock for sports betting, online sports betting, but the pandemic as well.

Arthur Flatto, who works in problem gambling treatment, noting the isolating experience of

the pandemic contributing to the increase in online gambling activity because people couldn't

go out to place bets elsewhere.

Paul Verna (05:47):

The irony being that most sports shut down starting in mid 2020. So there was actually a

downtick in sports betting revenues and sports betting activity that year by necessity, but if

you erase that anomalous year that the trend lines are just going up and up and up. But the

other accelerator, I think this is fairly obvious, but it's technology. It's the fact that as, again, to

refer to that great article that you cited, we all have a mini casino in our pockets in our

smartphones. So the fact that this is done digitally via an app and that it's legal, that's a long

distance from what it used to be. Assuming it had been legal in say, I don't know, 1998 or 2005

or whatever, you would've basically had to go to a casino to do it or maybe call in a bet, which

people wouldn't have done. So the fact that this is superpowered by these apps just makes it

even easier for people to just do it at the touch of a finger.

Marcus Johnson (06:52):

Yeah, and with that, the popularity of fantasy sports as well, particularly daily games,

DraftKings, FanDuel, have made it more commonplace to bet on your phone. And yeah,

there's kind of this perfect cocktail of those three things, the Supreme Court ruling, the

pandemic, popularity of fantasy sports, as you mentioned, technology, things like

smartphones. It's also, Paul, we were talking about this before the recording, it's kind of a

cheat code for politicians. They can tell voters gambling can create tax revenues for public

services and new jobs instead of proposing tax increases on voters. And so this is a very easy

thing for them to tout as a way to supercharge the local economy.

https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/QCVEmLedw8nU6VnlWdBjeUoiY4HyDldcuZAC3wIfkjwJxDtM1KGGPWmg_M-dtJ5MxJsV06r5wxYBQFa45HRJarfsfwo?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=298.14
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/tuPLKeryc_Uq88Z7QrUXXhjWCOIWLoYxldwUbTgwEe8qfYX0qROn8GhSo0eGgty-KrdoqJ5eSrZs7S_hKwVFxH48bgM?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=347.28
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/zZBOdRbGYvv-TgGwlPwJEvpyKRGoG-gGeM0PAbL-0L_-NX7tKxU-yWQ6daOoYjgEQ7B4zq2aCcf03kY6x7HJ1h0jHfc?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=412.65
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Paul Verna (07:30):

Yeah, with few exceptions, it tends to be a win-win for politicians and one of the few issues for

which there is bipartisan support. And yeah, I'm glad you brought up about fantasy sports

because I think that was also a precursor and a big contributor because fantasy sports were

sort of a loophole in the otherwise illegal sports betting market prior to that Supreme Court

decision. So the fact that some of these companies had a lot of traction in fantasy sports

allowed them to then segue to a fuller suite of gambling services.

Marcus Johnson (08:03):

Yeah, they'd already had plenty of practice. So yeah, for a lot of reasons there, for one reason

or another, Paul, the stigma of gambling, of sports betting, greatly diminished. A lot more

people are doing it. According to last year's Massachusetts Gaming Commission report, one

of the most extensive studies in the country, the share of folks who placed a bet on traditional

sports bets grew in the US from 20% to 26% from 2018 to 2021. For fantasy sports

gambling, that went from 17% to 24%. And Paul, there's plenty of options for people to

choose from when it comes to platforms. We mentioned a few already, FanDuel, DraftKings,

BetMGM, Fanatics, Caesars Entertainment. Fanatics actually just paid over $200 million for

US assets of Australian company PointsBet. And then you've also got ESPN Bet. You had

casino company, Penn Entertainment, just inked a $2 billion deal with Disney owned ESPN to

rebrand its sports betting app to ESPN Bet. So lots of players, Paul. Who are the largest

players?

Paul Verna (08:58):

FanDuel has 46% of the US market and DraftKings has about 25%, so they are by far the

biggest two. Other big ones, BetMGM, 12% share, Caesars Entertainment, 6.7%, and then

there are a bunch of other smaller players. You mentioned the Disney venture with Penn

Gaming, so that's likely to grow because of the names involved. But yeah, there are a handful

of others, but really it's a market dominated by these two big players, FanDuel and

DraftKings.

Marcus Johnson (09:30):

And Paul, a lot of them on the precipice of profitability as well.

Paul Verna (09:35):

https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/R1LkexDkKhALzBreh7quo-3PC8nHagRwwy8a07swOwGfYjbTS9084oc6OTcTJPMiTRKLlg1krLSij7NJfTcqwaOFzNs?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=450.36
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/p2Rw4RBIQZoe1kEdZpo64HUs9Wd0H5TNH6pCxjOghu7ulgZZbHbNMHuSA7g1vNQQxDY3bfa3O55nAoHFiT6CL9k8CdI?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=483.09
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/SnWiCYC1pvAa7u2eFpyygQ2arNKOt9uJ4PJ0e8gFxWoW-VyEhllQ8sl6HEKg2qjU9xiC2pJuw1btTKJngGDOFRqjVK0?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=538.56
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/V-Ks1k4d02IqXTNuhBPOWxPiUnNLNbCPgxRBticlbTpy3d6uifR-ZI27QG0uy-ikbwjv0vKGklILT7RrBjVwiFUlLN4?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=570.51
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/om_2WdugPOkStrApF_V_oytopW5pKPdLfImZbuG4i8kOOj9XAwt3Aft5rqHQXDALdLbsdK4ugrP5vUY81uA57NpUBeo?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=575.79
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They have focused mostly on acquiring customers, yeah. I mean, they've spent a ton of money

on marketing. They still do, and anyone who watches sports broadcasts I'm sure has noticed

that a great percentage of the ads are for sports betting services. So they have gone on this

splurge of trying to outdo each other by o�ering promotions and marketing to people and

just trying to build up their user bases. So yeah, I think profitability is definitely going to be the

next area of focus, not unlike the streaming media world where you saw all these companies

focus first on user growth, and then when the Piper came calling, they had to really focus on

the money, which is I think where those companies are heading right about now.

Marcus Johnson (10:19):

Yeah, we've seen a lot of companies, whether that's social media platforms, whether that's

ride hailing apps, whether that's streaming services take quite a long time, even Amazon, take

a long time before they even remotely close to anything that resembles profitability. But you

know that FanDuel was the first to report profitable quarter Q2 of last year. DraftKings and

BetMGM predicting profitability for late this year, 2023. So it seems, Paul, like there's a fair

amount of money going around here. What number will total US sports betting revenues reach

this year?

Paul Verna (10:51):

This year sports betting revenues to service providers will be just over $10 billion or almost

$11 billion. What's interesting about that number though, is that is the money that those

companies get to keep after all the payouts to the winning bets. But the total amount of

money wagered on sports gambling in the US is over $136 billion this year. So bottom line is

that, and that's called the handle in sports betting terminology. So that's basically how much

money people shell out of their pockets for bets, $136 billion.

Marcus Johnson (11:32):

So 10 times as much.

Paul Verna (11:33):

Yeah, more than 10 times as much as what the sports betting companies ultimately get to

keep. And of course, that money that they get to keep is just their revenue, and I mean, you

were just talking about profitability. So whether or not the companies are profitable is a whole

https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/xMkrEnBlwxFeNsKjGkPZ83kdwcUP--X-_OuF3HpnO4u7HT5jQyGIXbH4fjTOpRanHmxro30d01nPffjP9NP_J5G810c?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=619.92
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/cV0WX1n0emq9eWSzbQ0D8mdOAJyAMVmLOscXAbm-seC5Nxr955Mwd_lu6b57v83ceTPnMNnCtjhzKVOEmeEZivl3zPA?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=651.63
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other story. But in terms of that math between what they take in and what they have to pay

out, they end up with somewhere in the 10% range of the total.

Marcus Johnson (11:59):

And so $11 billion, the American Gaming Association has already totaled up $5.6 billion from

January to July. So it's well on its way to getting to that $11 billion that we forecast this year.

It's come out of nowhere, Paul. In 2020, sports betting, in terms of revenue, was a $1.5 billion

industry in terms of revenue. It was about a $20 billion take, but $1.5 billion in revenue has

now ballooned to $11 billion in a couple of short years. Other sources also expect a similar

amount of dollars to be made. Eilers & Krejcik Gaming, an industry consulting firm, expect just

under $12 billion. And growing rapidly, Paul. In two years, we expect the US sports betting

market to be about $20 billion. That's about one third the size of the linear TV ad market, so

it's moving quick.

Paul Verna (12:46):

Yeah, it's almost going to double between 2023 and 2025. So in those two years, it's going to

nearly double.

Marcus Johnson (12:53):

So Paul, there are about 1000 casinos across America. As Mr. Scott points out, Americans can

now gamble on anything, anytime, anywhere, because most of us have smartphones. But in

how many states can Americans place a bet?

Paul Verna (13:08):

Right now, in 34 states plus the District of Columbia. It is a patchwork in terms of what states

allow what type of gambling. It's also a patchwork in the sense that it's a moving target and

some states are in limbo with their legislation and the prospects are better than others

depending on the state. So it's a lot of states and it's a lot of people. Notably though, the

three most populous states are not currently on board with sports gambling for di�erent

reasons, and they're kind of at di�erent points in the journey, but those are of course,

California, Texas, and Florida.

Paul Verna (13:48):

https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/nwVrAPYRMFSe1JYWXEvmqWb7yxK7JDl33g6CjA-0Z2SX8ce5UfOSn5vmrp5PsOFmvIdwsjw1UZM0_5i1ZBEuir4XDcY?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=719.85
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/Pau-pD0sE0n3HhKeinVG7IRT7TLXys1HvQXjuIkK-3dWEi86-CHeiDZqohULOiNwtcawgNb3jvoMatwYiQ8f0cKLDLM?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=766.41
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So in California, there was a ballot initiative that would've allowed sports gambling, but it

failed in November of 2022, and nothing is on the immediate radar for new legislation. In

Texas, the prospects for legislation are not very good right now, and that's mostly for political

reasons because they have a divided state government. And in Florida, sports betting is

technically legal, but has not launched because it's undergoing legal challenges that will

probably hold it up in the courts for a while.

Paul Verna (14:22):

So you have these big states where if those were to come online, it would obviously greatly

expand the market and the opportunities, but it's not looking like any of those three states is

going to allow it or put it into the market anytime soon. Then you have other states like

Pennsylvania, Illinois, Michigan, where sports gambling is essentially legal, but in other states

like North Carolina, it's only active in tribal casinos. So, again, that restricts how much betting

activity is going to happen, especially through apps. So it is definitely a di�erent story in every

state, that's going to remain the case for a good long time. I would expect that at some point,

that 34 number is going to go up well into the 40s maybe. It could take a while.

Marcus Johnson (15:17):

Yeah, I mean, California, Texas, and Florida account for about a quarter of the population just

in those three states. It's some 90+ million folks, nine zero million. So a lot of folks there. When

those three states turn the taps on, you could see a real big surge. Paul, final question here.

What are some of the largest threats to sports betting?

Paul Verna (15:39):

Well, probably the biggest one is the risk of gambling addiction, which of course has been an

issue long before sports betting. It applies to gambling in general, but I think it's accelerated

by this influx of this type of gambling. I think there are also some issues around colleges and

universities partnering with gambling companies. And I think what's also happening is that a

lot of players, a lot of NFL, NHL college sports players are engaging in this. I mean, they're

consumers like the rest of us and they're subject to all of these marketing messages, and a lot

of them are doing it and getting penalized by their teams or schools, which is almost

hypocritical in a way because those schools and those teams are forming all these

partnerships and spending a lot of money and making a lot of money from this activity, and

yet punishing the athletes when they violate the policies.

https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/isS1p3dytCU_LOnYL_SqgEnXz9-BLNiSdP6NxsGGaSZnvozBZcaHFjHPZbqTk0G44BIibzBk_5wzFJwuOxD4cgzQp7g?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=862.65
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Paul Verna (16:40):

I know it's not as clear cut as that and there need to be restrictions around gambling, certainly

among athletes and especially in your own league or in your own team, but I think what's

starting to happen is mixed messages really by a lot of the entities that are very heavily

invested in sports gambling and yet punish people within their orbits who do it. So there's no

shortage of issues. I know the UK is a much more mature market when it comes to sports

betting, and they have banned or scaled back a lot of gambling sponsorships and ads. So for

example the English Premier League will phase out gambling sponsorships on the front of

team jerseys by the end of the '25-'26 season, and there are other activities that are being

taken across di�erent territories to restrict the marketing activity.

Marcus Johnson (17:39):

Yeah, they've had their own issues with gambling back in the UK, and as Mr. Scott of Vox

points out in this incredible article, he talks about gambling addiction in the states. And so

problem gamblers, the definition according to the California Department of Public Health

defines problem gambling as the uncontrollable urge to gamble despite negative

consequences in a person's life. And he sites Rachel Volberg, a UMass Amherst professor who

studied gambling prevalence and behaviors for well over 30 years, saying in around 2013, she

found that 2% of the US population could be classified as problem gamblers. That's 5 million

US adults, or the population of Rhode Island, Delaware, South Dakota, North Dakota, Alaska,

Vermont, and Wyoming combined were defined as problem gamblers. Another 8% would be

considered at risk of becoming problem gamblers. And so that would be if you added the

seven states that I just mentioned, plus Montana, Maine, New Hampshire, Hawaii, West

Virginia, Idaho, Nebraska, New Mexico, and Kansas. And that's 20 million extra adults who

were considered at risk of becoming problem gamblers.

Marcus Johnson (18:50):

So it's a lot of folks, and it's growing. Risky gambling behaviors growing from 2018 to 2021,

according to surveys commissioned by the National Council of Problem Gambling, the share

of folks who said they sought financial help due to gambling went from 2% to 6% 2018 to

2021. And Paul, as we mentioned it being a cheat code for politicians, will the government

help? There's no incentive for the government to try and help prevent gambling addiction

because the more people bet, the more the states and the federal government stand to gain

financially.
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Paul Verna (19:18):

Yeah, I mean, the states are the house, as Dylan Scott mentioned in his article. So there is very

little incentive for them to curtail it when it's a big source of revenue for them.

Marcus Johnson (19:29):

Yeah. Finally, how much is the government currently helping? Mr. Scott points out the US

spends about $1 per capita on treatment for problem gambling for every $320 it spends on

substance abuse treatments according to Keith Whyte, executive director of the National

Council on Problem Gambling. While there are federal agencies devoted to drug and alcohol

abuse and related research, there is no federal institute for problem gambling research.

Neither the census nor the CDC ask about gaming in the national surveys that track trends in

other mental health issues or drug and alcohol use.

Marcus Johnson (20:05):

That's all we've got time for for the first half. Skip the halftime report, but if you want to read

Paul's full report on US sports betting, it's called US Sports Betting 2023, Digital Services Roll

Past Obstacles and Thrive in the States where they are legal. You can head to

insiderintelligence.com, or if you want to read it on your smartphone screen, you can click the

link in the show notes if you're listening on your smartphone.

Marcus Johnson (20:30):

Let's move now to the second half of the show today. "In Other News," we look at the impacts

the writers and actor strikers having on the TV and video worlds. So Paul, just one story today

"In Other News," we're talking about the strikes. So let's start with helping the listeners

understand what's the latest on the strike negotiations between the Association of Motion

Picture and Television Producers, AMPTP, at one end of the table and the Writer's Guild of

America, WGA, and Screen Actors Guild, SAG, at the other end.

Paul Verna (21:06):

There hasn't been a lot of progress. I mean, I think the two sides, the two sides meaning the

writers against the studios and then the actors against the studios, really have not made, as

far as I know, any significant headway. I think they're still at odds over all of the issues that are

dividing them, which range from money to the structure of residuals to the use of AI in movie

and TV show production and benefits. I mean, it's just a long laundry list, and I think they're still
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at a stando�. As of today, the writers strike has been going on for 139 days, the actor strike

has been going on for 66 days. Now, I think the conventional wisdom was that if the writers

strike went on for more than 100 days, then we were going to start to really get into problems

as an industry.

Paul Verna (22:02):

That was before the actors went on strike. We haven't had a combined writers and actor strike

since 1960 prior to this. So it's a double whammy, and both have been going on for an

uncomfortably long time and are now really starting to encroach on fall seasons and on ad

spending, which had mostly been shielded because advertisers, especially ones that

committed money during the upfronts, what they planned to do was basically shift that

money that they'd already committed from, say, a scripted show that is no longer airing to a

reality show that is airing in its place or more news or more sports or more of the things that

are still happening. But I think at this point, we're now going to a whole other cycle, and we

haven't updated our ad spending forecast. When we last did it, it was right before the writers

strike happened. So even though we knew it might happen, we really weren't able to take it

into consideration. For the update that we're working on for Q4, we will have to take a hard

look at where we are and how it's a�ecting advertising.

Marcus Johnson (23:13):

Yeah, there's some research on how hard this is hitting TV ad sales, the strike that is, and Chris

Wood of MarTech just wrote a piece saying things are likely obviously to get worse if there's

not a settlement and fast. He was noting that according to MediaRadar, talk shows, soap

operas, and sitcoms saw ad sales fall 5% in the first half of this year versus the first half of last,

and primetime TV programming saw a 15% drop this year versus first half of last. He was

saying because ad slots are often bought months in advance, the full brunt of the strike is still

to come.

Paul Verna (23:50):

Yeah, and Chris's article, I mean, since Chris published that article, things have certainly not

gotten any better just by the fact that the strikes continue with no end in sight. So I think

everything he expressed in that article is things are probably worse than what he expressed in

that article.

Marcus Johnson (24:07):
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Yep, yep. Ad spending on reruns has gone up as Daniel Constantinovich, one of our briefings

writers, notes as well because of a lack of original contents. And Warner Bros. Discovery

saying that Hollywood strikes will cost it $500 million in revenue this year. The company had

saved about $100 million in Q2 because of reduced costs from the strike, but is now starting

to feel the long-term impacts on earnings as the strikes persist. And Paul, as you mentioned,

there's that kind of critical fall TV production window which is closed, meaning that folks are

not going to be able to produce enough contents for a full spring 2024 season, let alone a

major theatrical releases for next summer's blockbuster season. So it's not just if they resolve

this tomorrow that all of a sudden you'll get a flurry of new content. That just starts the

engines up again, and you're still going to have to wait many months, it's looking really like at

least six, maybe nine for them to work themselves out.

Paul Verna (25:06):

Absolutely.

Marcus Johnson (25:07):

Anyway, that's all that we've got time for for today's episode. Thank you so much to Paul for

hanging out today.

Paul Verna (25:11):

Always a pleasure.

Marcus Johnson (25:12):

Yes, sir. Thank you to Victoria who edits the show, James who copy edits it, and Stuart who

runs the team. Thanks to everyone for listening in, we'll see you tomorrow hopefully for the

Behind the Numbers Daily: an eMarketer Podcast made possible by Awin.
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